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Strangeness-Changing Vector Currents 
in , -Lepton Decays 

The Cabibbo suppressed , -lepton decays into a kaon 
and a non-strange pseudoscalar meson have been investiga
ted in the U(3)-version of the superconducting quark mo
del with allowance for ¢A-mixing . The total and differen
tial widths of four ,-lepton decays were obtained. The 
number of these ·decays per year at the c- , -factory 
was calculated. 
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- The high luminosity of planned Charm-r factories [1] will op~n good 
. .i opportunities for investigations of Cabibbo suppressed r-lepton decays. 

It is worth mention~g that systematic inv.estigation of r-lepton decays 
. int~ open strange final states has only begun [2]; Obser".ation and explo

.. · ration of these decays will yield information about the structure of the 
. strangeness-changing part of the weak hadron current in a new kinematic, 

, 'region'. Here we bring a short review of our calculations of four r-decays 
induced only by the vector part of the weak hadron current. We consider · 
semileptonic r-decays into strange and.non-strange pseudoscalar mesons:. 

r - ·--:-+ Zlr. + K0 + 'lr- (1) 
r- ' . 0 

· --:-+ Zlr + K- + 'lr• (2) 
r- '._.., Zlr +K-+'f/ (3). 
r- -+ Zlr + x- -f- 'f/1 (4) 

. In . our calculations we used the phenoi:uenological effective . mesoJl Lai-
, 'grangian of the SuperconductorQuark Model (QMST) [3], which stemmed 

. . . · from the well-known 4-fermion N ambu-Jona-Lasinio theory and uniformly 
describes interactions of scalar, pseudoscal~, vector and axial vector me-

'. so~ nonets at lo~ energy. , . . . . 
' '1n the r-lepton rest frame the differential widths of the r:-decays can 

·.· . i?e calculated by a standard formula .. 

ell'( ,1.-. . ,1.0) _ o¼(p;. ~ Pv - Po --P-) ½EITl2 
rr' 

3 dM 
. r -+ Zlr'f' 'f' - 5 . ' 2E 

I . (21r) ,' 2~.i=l i 
(5) 

where i..:_ (v, 0, -) corresponds to the' neutrino,neutral and charged final 
state. mesons respectively. . . 

The. amplitudes of all decays can be expressed in the form 

T(r-+ v2</>) =..:.. GF sin 0ciir(1 + 'Ys)~11r{f +(q2 )p14 +J-(q2)q"},. (6} 
. . . 2 ' : . ' ' ' 

where P. = P- - p0 , q = P-+)o and p.;;., p0 are the momenta of the 
charged and neutral finalstate mesonsi ~ote that m~ = p~ and m~ = p~ .. · 1 

/ 
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Figure 1: Diagrams contributing tor-decays 

· For example, in the case of the r -+ vrK01r- reaction• we have P- = p,,,.-, 
po= pgo, Two formfactorsJ+(q2

), f-(i) are determined by dynamics of 
strong interaction. · We calculated them in QMST using two weak vertices , 
depicted in Fig·.1 (the filled dot in Fig.lb denotes a Va-transition). 

· . The first lepton weak vertex (Fig':ta) generates an intermediate vector 
(V) strange K*(892)-meson witl1 mass mK• = 891.83 ± 0.24MeV and 
~idth rK. = 49.8 ± 0.8MeV [4]. . i • • • 

The. other weak vertex (Fig.lb) appears in QMST due to Va-mixing· 
and generates exchange with a scalar strange meson -- K0(1340). The 
foll weak Lagrangian is: · 

. 2 .· 

· Cw = GF sin 0c m K* iir-y14(1 - -y5 )r[K;+ + iK-Z;/:o14K;+] + h.c. (7) 
. 9K* . · 0 

• 

Here K. and ZK• denote Va-mixing and scalar field renormalization pa- ',. 
0 . . . 

rameters and for K0-meson are equal to 

K, = 
ZK;= 

. /i(m,,mu) = 0.27 Ge v-1 
y:z mK• 

(1 - 3(m',-;m)l)-1 = 1.06 
2mx• 

(8) 

. In calculations we used 9p = 6.15 and QMST-determined quark masses 
m =mu= ma= 280 MeV and m 6 = 450 MeV. 

So for form.factors we obt~ expressions: . 

f+ -
mt,· 9(¢+4>0) "'."" g(<f,04>+) 

q2 - mt, 9V 
(9) 

•:2 

I 

l · 

,~" 

J 

f- (10) 
.,m:_ - m5 g(cp+cpof+ g(¢,Ocp+) 
--2--"f+- . .. 

. mv . . 9v 

__ 
2 

,z1/2 .. mi 9&(</J0cp+) 
K. K• 

.. . . o q2 - m; 9V .. 

Here squared masses ~f inte~m~diate meson:s are complex values mi = 
2 . . r 2 2 . r d. 2 r 2 . r .· 

mK•·- tTnK• K~, mo- = mK0 -; tmx0 K 0 an mx•, K•, mx0, Ko are 
experimenta.lly determined values [4]. . 
··Hadron vertex·con~tants g(cp+cp0), g(cp0¢,+) and gicp0 cp+) are deter~· 

mined in. the, model after removing </)A-mixing and pseudoscalai field.• . 
1 · renormalization. The constants can be obtained from hadron Lagrangian~; . 

c~.~~, = . K;:... [9(K ¢,)</JoµK+ 9(t/JK)K 014 </J] 
Cx;-,p = K;-9a(K¢)¢K. .J . 

·cu) 
. (12). 

•.·In. two equations above we assume summation over ¢, where ¢, denotes 
•a. physical 7r+ field for. K ..., K 0 and physical. fields 7ro,. r,, r,' fo~ K. = 
K+. Vertex constants are collected .in Table 1. :Here for pseudoscalar 

·· · field renormalization· constants Z. with physical .masses of appropriate 
axial-vector meso~s'm.a1 = 1260 MeV, mK1 ·= 1270 MeV anc! ffiJi = 
1425 MeV one.obtains · ' · 

Z1r= (1- ~rl = 1.43 
_ rn,.1 

Z = · (l _ 3(m+m,)1 )-l = 2.04. K 2m2 
K1 ' 

Z11,=. (,1 :._ ~rl. = 2.70 
. mfl 

,: 

Other. vertex constant.s are expressed through those given ab?ve: , 
-. 

'I 
\ 

,, ' ~ 

g(K+7r0 ) = g(K+r,) 

g(7r° K+) = g(rrK+) 

g
6
(f{+1r0 ) · = g.(1(+11) 

\ 1 
. = ./2~(Ko7r+), .,. 

\<. 
t'i: 

:, 

1 ; . = -g(7r+ Ko) 
~ ' 

(13)' 

l 
=, jigif.Ko1r+) . 

\· 



Table 1: Hadron vertex constants (see :also (13)) 

Hadrons K+r,' Ko1r+. 

g(K<P) i ~[J-~(Zrl)] 9p 2 m+m, Zx -ig F[ I - ~{zr1)] P 2 m+m, Zx 
. . 

' 

g(<PK) -i ~[ l _ 3m,-m) {z,,-i)] 
9p_ 2 2m, . z,,, ig ~[1- 3m-m1 '(Z•-1)] 

P 2 ••· 2m .z., 

'· -,, 

g,(K</>) . gp2~fl gp2m, ~ 

· With above formulae we calculated the total I'(r :.+ v<f>-</>°) and dif
ferential width d.r/dq2 of decays (1)-(4) .. We used an SU(3) relation 
9k• = 9p• The relation yields good value for Br(r -t ·vK*). · , 

The total widths (in Ge V), I'( r ), branching ratios, Br, contributions 
from !+-proportion~ term, I'(f+), and !--proportional term, f(f _), con-

. tributions from K*, I'(K*), and K0, T(K0), intermediate states and the 
e:Xpected number of useful events, N, per yearJor all decays in question 
are collected in Table 2. We used the input value of planned 10~ r-pairs 
per year and the total r-deca.y width equal to 0.2 • 10-11 GeV [4}. The 
firs~ two decays with "light" final state (1),(2) have a distinct resonance 
structure at q2 in the vicinity of the K• mass. This region yields general 
contribution to the total deca.y width. Accurate q2-scanning of the reso
nance shape would bring a good chance for precise extraction of the mass 

.. and width of the intermediate strange vector meson. It is not a priori 
obvious that these parameters will coincide with the K* mass and width 
e_xtracted from pure hadronic reactions. The vector strange ,meson K• 
dominates due to a big c_ontribution to the formfactor f+• In r-decays 
the weak formfactor can be studied in another kinematic region which 
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Figure 2: Differential width of decay r-· -t 11,,.K01r- · 
• r ' • 

diff~rs .from the low q2-region of t?e K1rdecay. The scalM. strange meson-; i 
K0 contributes only to formfoctor f-• · .. 

Due to a big r-lepton mass the .J _-formfactor contribution is sufli- . 
ciently large as compared with that from K137dec~y. In all kinematic 
domains the f +-contribution disguises a near:-three-time lower contribu-

. tion from the formfactor f-• ·But their destructive interference seems.to · 
·· bring.good opportunities for experimental extraction of q2-dependence of 
f- · for large momentum transfer;ed. In· accordance with the Ade~ollo-' 
Gatt~· theor~m [6], the IPA-mixing practically doesn't contribute to form:. 
factorf+• Unfortunately, their c~ntribution to f-:,is not big enough to 
be noticeable in the decay width. · 

.For example,. dµferential wi~ths d.r/dq2 of decay (1), contributions 
from f+- and !--proportional terms are depicted in Fig.2. 

·Those "heavy" r-decays'into 1J and r/ (3),(4) do not have a distinct 
. resonance structure due to a sufficiently great invariant mass of the final 
state, therefore the _total widths are considerably smaller. But here the 
role of the intermediate scalar K0-meson.~d the !-:proportional term 

· beco~es visible and important. Here we neglect 1J - 171 mixing .. · 
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Figure 3: Differential width of decay r--+- vrK-'f] 

The most interesting case is the decay T- - llrK-:-T]. 
There is no significant ¢,A-transition contribution tof +, but the decay, 

formfactcir J.;;, is determined practically totally by the ¢A-transition· and ' 
the f_-contrib~tion becomes equal to f+:-i>ries (see Fig.3 and'Table 2). 

1 As a result~ due· to the ¢A-transition, the total width is doubled; ' 
As ·the .deiailed analysis· shows, ~A-mixing and· K;-meson· destruc- ·' 

tively interfere( changing however f-- q2-d~p'endence and' the total dif~ · 
f~rential width too (see .Fig.3). Study the decay ~hape one might chance 

. to obtam ¢A.:.mixing manifestations. Another way for that is to study 
the ordinary Dalitz-plot. The manifestations_of ¢A~mixing are clearly 

;"seen•from comparison of two plots in Fig.4. . . 
The Cabibbo suppressed r-lepton decays into a no~-strange ps~u-· 

doscalar meson and a kaon were investigated. O~r calcuiations ware per- ·1 • 

·formed in the sup'erconducting quark model on the ha.sis of U(3}-violatecl · · 
effective Lagrangianfrom:[3]. Two-particle vertices (A¢ and Vo-) in the 

. Lagrangian were eliminated, 'which resulted iri a new effective hadron 
Lagrangians (11),(12). · . · · 

. We used a tree-level' approximation and, only for simplicity: U(3) 
protected relation gx• '= Yr This-·valuefor gi• doesn't co~tradi~t the 
experiinent and can :be made more precise due to extraction from.the 

, . data 'if it is necessary. · · 
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Figure 4: The role of </>A-mixing in decay r- -+- vrK-rJ 
- . 

We supp~se that taking into account U(3) violation in dete;-inination · 
of the 9x• and consideration of loop contributions in our exploration of. 
d~cays in question as well as· a very important problem of background . 
processes acquire real significance only in seting up a new special exper-
iment or in processing dati obtained. ·· . . · · , 

The most .interesting results are depicted in figures 2-4 and table 
2., The open question is the. role of axial-pseudoscalar and vector-scalar 
mixing in extension of the: QMST to U(3) violated case. · Experimental 
verification of these results-is very important. 

It is shown that the pla~ned number. of r-interactions at the Cha.rm-. 
, r factory is pract.ically enough for detailed investigation of .all above 
mentioned decays without probably the r--+- vrK-rJ'- one. · 

Up to_ now the structure of the strange component of the hadron 
weak vector current has been studied in detail only in ordinary K-meson 

·· decays. Due to smallness of the final state lepton mas~ only f +-formf~tor 
'Can be reliably. determined .. For r-decays this limitation is lifted and one 
can try to investigate the f- formf actor too. 
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Table 2: Calculated widths (in GeV)' , , , 

r'- '-+ v~K01r- I T- - VrK-:-1r0 'I r-c- ~ v~K-r, I T- - VrK-r,~ 

ru+> I · 2.013 .10-u l.044 ,10-H I 0.669 ,10-:-16 I 0.240 ,10-17 ,, 

r(f-c-) o.566 .10.:.u I o:2s4 -10-u · I .0.100 .10-16 I' 2.222 ,10-11 
.,, 

f(K•) I l.437 ,10-1¼ I o.740 .10-u · I 1.210 ,io-16 I 0.248 ,10-17 

'rciq) I 0.012 .10-i¾ 0.006 -10-u I o.363 ,10'-16 
1

1 2.121 -10-1" 

', 

r(r) · l.442 ,10-u 0.756 •10-H l.286 ,10-16 0,635 . 10:-17 ' 

, Br, 7.2 :10-3 3:8>10-3 '0,6 ,10-¾ . 0.3 ,10-5 

N 7200 3800 600 30 

. ' . 
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